MAINTENANCE AS A TOOL FOR INCREASING THE EFFICIENCY OF CHEMICAL-TECHNOLOGICAL PROCESS
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Abstract. Reliability, flexibility and speed belong among particularly valued parameters of contractor. In manufacturing companies, the achievement thereof is significantly limited by the reliability of production equipment. The aim of the article is to analyze an applied production equipment maintenance system with heavily utilized production equipment, and to define guidelines for its improvement. A content analysis of information obtained in a primary qualitative research and a comparison with theoretical approaches made it possible to define an adequate combination of various types of maintenance, including methods and tools that are not primarily intended for the examined type of manufacturing processes.
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1. Introduction

The current market environment is characterized by continuous introduction of new products, difficulty of predicting changes in demand, shortening product life cycles and reducing profit margins (Chan, Prakash 2012). In such an environment, only those companies are successful that consistently strive for customer satisfaction through creation special and unique value for a customer (Jelinkova, Munzarova 2007). Increasing satisfaction through better products or services is accepted as an essential step leading to customers’ repurchase intentions and/or reducing switching intentions (Park, Jang 2014). Customer satisfaction is often directly dependent on the reliability, flexibility and speed of suppliers.

This forces suppliers to implement advanced manufacturing technologies and just-in-time production systems, which allow them to manufacture products massively in a customized and highly efficient way (Marquez, Gupta 2006). The competitiveness and performance of manufacturing companies depend on the availability, reliability and productivity of their production equipment (Van Horenbeek, Pintelon 2014). This, however, increases requirements for the maintenance of production equipment because the disruption to production flows can quickly become costly by rapidly disrupting a large portion of the operation (Marquez, Gupta 2006). The maintenance process enhances customer satisfaction and reliability of the products, and increases the profit of the manufacturer (Chan, Prakash 2012).

In recent decades, perception of maintenance has changed significantly – a “necessary evil” becomes an important "adding value" activity (Van Horenbeek, Pintelon 2014). Therefore, the so-called maintenance management is currently coming to the fore, being one of rapidly evolving fields of business management, and its importance throughout the years has grown (Dekker 1996). It is a set of tools, technologies and methods that are used to implement the process of maintenance and the improvement thereof.

Maintenance system of individual production equipment must respect the specificities of the production process and production equipment used therein. According to a study conducted in the chemical industry, accidents associated with maintenance have a significant impact on occupational safety. About 40% of serious accidents in the industry are related to maintenance, 80% of those occurring during the maintenance phase itself and 20% in normal operations as a result of deficiencies in maintenance management (Hale et al. 1998).

Within maintenance management, it is important to perform prioritization and always primarily focus on bottlenecks, i.e. extremely busy production facility, where failure will cause major problems. Implementation of an efficient maintenance policy can increase company production
capacity without investing in new machinery while ensuring availability, quality rate and growth of performance (Al-Najjar, Alsyouf 2004; Maletic et al. 2015). As soon as the problems are identified, it is necessary to solve them. At the same time, the principal roles are played by the employees (Vlckova 2012).

For the aforementioned reasons, in our research we focused on the management of maintenance in an extremely busy production facility, where a chemical-technological process takes place, in order to identify possible directions to improve a realistically applied system of maintenance. This paper aims to:

- Define a recommended content of the strategic and tactical-operative management of maintenance of the production equipment as a theoretical framework for analyzing the maintenance system in the selected manufacturing process.
- Map a realistically used production equipment maintenance system used in more than 95 percent, whose failure rate reduces the ability of the company to successfully serve customers.
- Based on the identification of weaknesses of the applied maintenance system, suggest guidelines for improvement.

To achieve the objectives defined, we used methods of scientific work, especially scientific literature search, content analysis of information obtained in a primary qualitative research and comparison of results from the analysis of theoretical approaches to the maintenance of production equipment.

The theoretical contribution of the paper is developed knowledge about the management of maintenance of production equipment used in chemical-technological production processes and knowledge about the possibilities of combining various methods used in the maintenance of production equipment. The paper has also its importance for corporate practice, not just for managers of chemical-technological processes. It may be a useful suggestion for improving realistically applied systems of maintenance.

2. Previous research

Theoretical approaches to maintenance management are developed mainly in two basic ways. Mathematical modelling (for example Dekker 1996; Martorell et al. 1999; Hijes, Cartagena 2006; Chan, Prakash 2012; Muchiri et al. 2014) is used to improve the maintenance system, while the second direction is the creation and implementation of new approaches such as TPM or RCM (for example Lycke 2003; Chompunwai et. al. 2008; Branska, Silhava 2010; Bakri et al. 2012.).

Maintenance is a business function that serves and supports the primary process in an organization (Chan, Prakash 2012). In a complex way maintenance is defined as “a combination of all technical and associated administrative activities required to keep equipments, installations and other physical assets in the desired operating condition or restore them to this condition” (BSI 1984). It is a recovery process, which is intended to systematically remove the effects of physical (and partially also economical) degradation of various elements of the entire system of the equipment which occurs as a result of its use (but also due to aging, for example) in the manufacturing process (Makovec 1998). This process needs to be effectively managed. The aim is to ensure the correct operation of equipments and to obtain the greatest availability as possible (Hijes, Cartagena 2006).

In terms of maintenance, many businesses encounter a range of problems, which include, for example, inaccurate information about the actual operation of production equipment, improper timing of technical inspections and preventative maintenance, use of inappropriate procedures for maintenance, poor record-keeping and spare parts inventory planning, inadequate use of human potential and many others (Cervenka 2001). Therefore, maintenance in enterprises often requires partial or complex improvement.

Both practitioners and management scientists agree on the importance of planning the maintenance of production equipment in manufacturing companies (Rustogi, Strusevich 2012). Research in more than 500 manufacturing companies from various industrial sectors carried out by A. T. Kearney Consulting showed that unplanned or ill-planned maintenance or repairs are approximately three times more expensive than if the same actions were carefully planned. This leads to the conclusion that, in an extreme case, 66 percent of the cost spent for the poorly planned repairs could be saved (Cervenka 2001).

Creating or updating the maintenance schedule must therefore begin with an inventory of all devices and equipment, including their properties and functional relations. Other important inputs include records of failures, economic information (acquisition costs, direct and indirect maintenance costs), needs and operational factors, also the type of maintenance to be carried out and any legal or contractual obligations concerning maintenance.
At the same time, it is necessary to find out what resources are available for maintenance, both means (tools, auxiliary equipment, etc.) and human resources and their qualifications, and which maintenance tasks can or must be contracted out (Hijes, Cartagena 2006).

After the analysis is made, the next thing to do in planning machine maintenance is to define the objectives, decide on appropriate maintenance strategy and method of measuring its performance. On the basis thereof, tactical and operational management of maintenance is implemented (see Figure 1).

Fig. 1. Maintenance management process
(Source: Al-Turki 2011)

The selection of an appropriate maintenance strategy for a manufacturing system is a difficult task (Chan, Prakash 2012). but it is a necessary condition for the success of maintenance and ensures the effectiveness of subsequent implementation plans for maintenance, inspection and improvement (Murthy et al. 2002). Appropriate maintenance policy will improve the efficiency of a manufacturing plant, as it will produce higher-quality products and will provide better economy or more profitability (Chan, Prakash 2012).

Maintenance strategy addresses the conceptual issues associated with maintenance of production equipment, especially with (Al-Turki 2011):

- Maintenance system.
- Outsourcing and organization of maintenance within own enterprise.
- Ensuring human resources for maintenance of production equipment.
- Planning of material resources and spare parts and planning of technical resources.

Maintenance of the system can be performed either preventively before or correctively after its failure or failure of one of its components (Aghezzaf 2016). The basic maintenance systems include Failure-Based Maintenance, Preventive Maintenance (Time – based maintenance), Condition-Based Maintenance, Total Productive Maintenance, and Total Quality Maintenance (Chan, Prakash 2012) and RCM.

When using Failure-based maintenance (FBM), maintenance is done only when the equipment fails. Using Time-based (or Use-based) maintenance (TBM) means that maintenance is carried out at specified time intervals. Condition-based maintenance (CBM) is a system, when preventive maintenance is carried out whenever a given system parameter or condition reaches a predetermined value. The condition of the equipment is measured at predetermined intervals to determine when the component will fail (Muchiri et al. 2014). Total Productive Maintenance (TPM) is a maintenance improvement program concept and philosophy that resembles total quality management (Peters 2001). Many of the same principles and concepts, such as employee involvement, documentation, teamwork, leadership, performance measurement, etc., are applied in TPM (Chompuinwai et al. 2008).

Total Quality Maintenance can be defined as a maintenance policy that emphasises more on the intensive use of the real-time data acquisition and continuous analysis to detect causes of failure, and to change the machine condition according to the data to control damage at a very early stage so as to provide a quality product to a customer at the right time (Chan, Prakash 2012).

Reliability Centred Maintenance is an important approach which was initially oriented towards airplane maintenance. It directs maintenance efforts at those parts and units where reliability is critical (Dekker 1996).

Different maintenance systems lead to different equipment performance (Muchiri et al. 2014). Maintenance of any form has significant effect on production output rate. However, the type of maintenance applied is important and should be carefully studied before implementation (Savsar 2006). For example, the success of the CBM policy is highly dependent on the deterioration duration. With minimal deterioration duration, CBM is not effective and thus other policies may provide better equipment performance (Muchiri et al. 2014).

The worst policy is the corrective maintenance policy case, which is operate-to-failure and then repairs case (Savsar 2006).
Maintenance activities play an increasingly central role in the trade-off between the conflicting objectives of the economic service, efficient productivity and safe operation, which drive the industrial world (Muchiri et al. 2014). More preventive maintenance may limit the number of failures (uptime increase), but machines are unavailable during this maintenance time (uptime decrease). Managing the overhaul interval is also critical for manpower requirements: more frequent maintenance visits cause a need for more field technicians who perform the service of machine overhauls, but for less field technicians who perform the repair of machine failures (Lieckens et al. 2015). Zhang et al. (2013) studied multi-component systems, which environmental conditions and opportunistic maintenance involve. Through numerical examples, they demonstrate that environmental conditions and opportunistic maintenance pose significant impacts on how to determine an optimal maintenance policy, and that how cost parameters affect the optimal average costs and maintenance policies.

There are several methods proposed for deciding which level of maintenance should be applied to the equipment and how the maintenance resources have to be distributed. Whitaker and Samaniego (1989) proposed a method based on an evaluation of reliability. Martorell et al. (1996) and Martorell et al. (1999) suggested that preventive maintenance activities should depend on the age of the components and proposed age-dependent models for evaluating the risks and costs of maintenance; while Chelbi and Ait-Kadi (1999) analyzed some inspection strategies for randomly failing equipment. Hijes and Catagena (2006) described the multi-criterion classification of critical equipments provides a percentage value for all equipment, called the criticality index, as a representative of its criticality. This index is calculated as a pondered function of multiple factors, each of which constitutes a different criterion for analysing the importance that all equipment has for the company. The criticality index allows equipment to be classified according to its importance for the company and constitutes, therefore, a basic reference value that, together with other economic, technical and strategic factors, helps to decide which level of maintenance should be applied to the equipment and how the maintenance resources must be distributed. Tan et al. (2011) proposed the analytical hierarchy process technique that combines many features which are important for the maintenance policy: safety, cost, value added and feasibility. The results of their survey confirmed how the analytical hierarchy process can enhance and improve the understanding of the dynamic of similar complex problem and represents an effective approach to arrive at decision.

Based on the outcomes of strategic planning, tactical plans are made, which specify and elaborate strategic plans, specify substantive tasks and budgets. Tactical and operational planning of maintenance is very difficult. This is primarily because the number of repairs is large, their scope is different and they are implemented with minor or major irregularities.

The tactical planning is followed by operational planning, which is used to secure the routine course of activities, solving problems, failures and shortcomings. The maintenance plan determines the set of operations, time intervals, and resources (staff, supplies, and spare parts) necessary to conduct maintenance operations (Duffuaa 2000; López-Santana et al. 2016). The decision-maker determines how many maintenance periods to allocate and when to start each of them in order to minimize the makespan, i.e., the completion time of the last job to be processed (Rustogi, Strusevich 2012).

Maintenance programs range from the very simple to the quite sophisticated ones. Perhaps, the simplest plan is to adopt a rigid maintenance schedule where predefined activities are carried out at fixed time intervals (Khalaf et al. 2015).

After realization, performance plans are reviewed in a suitable manner, which is feedback. Feedback is intended both to provide information on maintenance activities and to provide a basis suitable for modification of the schedules in the next period, so there was continuous improvement and streamlining of the overall maintenance system (Solilova 2015).

Moreover, the link with the manufacturing and corporate strategy should be established in order to establish an maintenance performance measurement system useable throughout the entire company. In this way, maintenance performance measurement should be defined on all management levels (i.e. strategic, tactical and operational) (Van Horenbeek, Pintelon 2014).

It is also important to realize that maintenance schedules are used not only to manage the activity itself, but they are also part of other plans (production plan, technical development plan, human resource plan, supply, costs etc.), and therefore they must be harmonized with these plans and approved (Ziegler 1993). In practice, however, plans for production and maintenance are often made independently. Maintenance is planned and implement-
ed on the basis of system reliability data, and nei-
ther the forecasted production orders nor planned
product mix is taken into account. Production
planning is then carried out within the limits im-
posed by the system’s maintenance schedule. The
result thereof is in that the production schedules
and maintenance schedules are not optimal with
regard to the overall objective of minimizing the
combined production and maintenance related
costs (Aghezzaf et al. 2016).

3. Methodology
The primary qualitative research took place in a
chemical industry enterprise, in a plant with chem-
ical-technological production process. In terms of
capacity, the production equipment in the plant is
utilized to at least 95 percent.

Primary data was gathered in 2015, based on
interviews conducted with the main maintenance
mechanic of the company and then with profes-
sional technical personnel of production and
maintenance. Another source of information was a
corporate documentation. Interviews were con-
ducted so as to obtain all the information contained
in the interview guide. Subsequently, we conduct-
ed a content analysis of the collected information
and comparison with theoretical approaches to the
maintenance of production equipment. This al-
lowed us to fulfil the main objective of the re-
search work, i.e. to propose guidelines for improv-
ing the applied system of maintenance of the
selected production equipment.

4. Description of the current system of mainte-
nance of the selected production equipment
4.1. Description of the production equipment
The primary research was focused on manufactur-
ing equipment, where chemical technology produc-
tion takes place and whose key elements are:
- Special coarse and fine mills.
- Air pipelines and fans.
- Continuous nitrators, centrifuges.
- Vibration filters.
- Absorption device used to regenerate acids.
- Supporting production equipment – pumps, motors, special armatures, etc.
- Electrical installation, measuring and con-
trol equipment and control systems.

In the company, production equipment is di-
vided according to its importance into three
groups, which determines the method of planning
repairs and other related activities. The researched
production equipment belongs to the first group
containing the main equipment. The capacity utili-
zation rate of the production equipment in this
group is at least 95 percent. In such operations,
repairs and other related activities are planned
mainly for the stop period. Unscheduled mainte-
nance is a major problem because it directly threat-
ens the firm’s ability to meet customer require-
ments.

The analysis of repairs of production equip-
ment showed a large number of repairs after fail-
ure. Vibration filters appear to be the most prob-
lematic as they had to be repaired 77 times in total
in 2014. Another problem equipment is continuous
nitrators, these four equipment required a total of
42 repairs after failure, most of which were done
on the continuous nitrator number 1 (26 repairs
after failure). Centrifuges are problematic devices
as well. There are two devices in the manufactur-
ning process; in 2014, 35 repairs after failure were
required in total. The problematic nature of these
devices is confirmed by the fact that it was the
most defective device even in 2015. For the first
half of the year, a total of 61 of repairs were made
on all of these devices (continuous nitrators, centri-
fuges, vibrating filter) (Solilova 2015).

Therefore, it seems desirable to examine the
possibilities of improving the maintenance system
in this production process.

4.2. Production equipment maintenance system
Maintenance strategy for each device is based on
the strategy of the entire enterprise. The basic ob-
jective is to guarantee operability of the produc-
tion equipment while exerting optimum maintenance
costs, all that being in accordance with the time
needs of production and in order to meet customer
requirements.

Maintenance of each production facility is
scheduled by a rolling plan in a three–year horizon;
the schedule is updated every year. A plan of
maintenance and investment is made for each pro-
duction process and production equipment. In turn,
the maintenance schedule of the production equip-
ment affects the budget for maintenance costs. The
annual production equipment maintenance plan-
ning is greatly affected by years of experience of
the mechanics.

Input data for annual maintenance planning
are:
- National (or supranational) regulations.
- Internal guidelines, corporate manuals and
  instructions.
- Tutorials and recommendations from the
  producers.
− Information obtained from the maintenance control process.

In the event that a production device requires a demanding maintenance (medium repair or overhaul), it is essential to plan this action in the enterprise-wide context.

The annual repair plan is supplemented by:
− A plan of revision inspections carried out for designated technical equipment (pressure, gas, electric, lifting).
− A lubrication program plan for each production device.

Maintenance operations are provided by own maintenance staff and external companies so that all required actions are performed in a timely manner. Tasks to be carried out by own maintenance crew are allocated among the individual maintenance department (mechanical, electrical, measurement/control). Scheduled maintenance of special production devices is provided either by the manufacturer of the device or a specialized company.

Repairs after failure are carried out by own maintenance department. If they cannot provide the capacity for a repair after the failure by our own staff, they are assisted by an external company.

As part of maintenance planning, a daily inspection of the condition and overall functionality is expected for all production equipment. The inspection is performed by operators.

Funds are allocated following the creation of a maintenance plan. An annual budget is prepared, being specific for each month. A monthly financial budget gives limits for preventive maintenance and repairs after failure.

Maintenance activities are implemented based on the plan. Given the importance of the production equipment, the scheduled repairs are carried out within the framework of an annual stop. The operation is usually stopped once a year for about 14 days. During this period, production is shut down; the equipment is completely cleaned and handed over to the maintenance to perform inspections, repairs or modifications of the equipment.

Outside the scheduled repairs, if necessary, repairs after failure are carried out.

After the maintenance, a check thereof is carried out. It includes:
− Reviewing the maintenance schedule on the merits.
− Check of quality of repairs.
− Assessment of repeated repairs.
− Assessment of stops.
− Assessment of the economy of maintenance.

In reviewing the maintenance schedule on the merits, the number of repairs made is monitored. This information is compared with the maintenance plan to identify deviations and take corrective measures.

Assessment of the quality of maintenance is performed by mechanics and service technicians who receive equipment from the service to the operation.

Repeated repairs after failure are assessed once a quarter. In the event of an increased presence of repair, medium or overhaul repairs are scheduled. In an extreme case, replacement of the equipment is considered.

Assessment of the stops is performed once a year, after stop is made. Its success and efficiency is assessed.

To control the efficiency of maintenance, observed are:
− Implementation of planned events.
− Unfinished actions by month.
− Hours worked by the maintenance workers.
− Energy consumption in maintenance workshops (steam, electricity, water).
− Stocks in the maintenance storerooms.
− Use of total repair costs.
− Use of repair costs by type of costs.
− Accordance of the plan and the repair costs.
− Ratio of the costs of planned maintenance to the maintenance costs.
− Ratio of purchased maintenance to the maintenance costs.

Also, key performance indicators of maintenance are monitored in two groups. Expense-to-revenue ratio indicators are monitored (the repair costs, the share of external maintenance, the ratio of the repair costs to the replacement value of the property and the ratio of the costs of planned maintenance to the maintenance costs) and productivity (the number of employees in maintenance, the use of the maintenance staff working time and the number of overtime hours of the maintenance workers) (Solilova 2015).

5. Discussion

The content analysis of information obtained by the primary research showed that the maintenance system applied has its imperfections as it is necessary to perform a relatively large number of repairs after failure on the examined manufacturing equipment. The need to make repairs after failure increases the risk of the company's inability to meet its commitments in relation to customers, but also the risk of excessive damage to the production
equipment due to failure, the risk of lengthening the time needed for repairs (due to unpreparedness of spare parts, necessary technical documentation and maintenance staff), the risk of chaos as well as the need of highly skilled maintenance workers forced to react to unplanned situations. Reducing the number of repairs after the failure, however, requires a change in the examined maintenance system, especially:

- Improve work with information. In 2007, the enterprise implemented an information system to support maintenance. The information system helps the enterprise to collect data and keep records of maintenance of the production equipment. The information system should, however, contain a larger portfolio of information and, in addition to the number of repairs after failure, at least the causes and consequences thereof. This will allow the company to correctly set the maintenance strategy for the production equipment. The addition of information on all production equipment in the information system is a prerequisite to synchronization of the maintenance activities across the enterprise. The information system can also significantly improve synergies between the maintenance department and the purchasing department (providing spare parts for maintenance).

- Elaborate the maintenance system. The examined system can hardly be considered as prevention-based, namely with regard to the fact that the scheduled maintenance is only once a year within the stop of the production equipment. To improve the system, it seems desirable to set a shorter cycle of repairs, elaborate a technology for various kinds of repairs and determine a number of maintenance personnel required for preventing repairs after failure and, at the same time, for optimizing the time needed for maintenance. An analysis of time for repairs after failure could pose a time limit for applying preventative maintenance. Improvements in work with information could also give a basis for applying the RCM method in the manufacturing process, thereby contributing significantly to increase the reliability of the production equipment.

- Optimize the system of periodic preventive planned repairs by improving operations reducing physical degradation of the production equipment. Since the production equipment in the manufacturing process is under a constant influence of acids, there is an increased probability of frequent corrosion, which can be prevented using corrosion protection of the inner surface of the production equipment. The enterprise can apply suitable coatings, rubber coating or plating to the inner surface of the production equipment. At the same time, it is possible to reconsider the lubrication program, especially the lubrication interval, which can reduce the failure rate of vibration filters and centrifuges.

- Apply Condition-based maintenance (CBM) in order to reduce the number of repairs after failure, especially in vibration filters. This would allow the enterprise to continuously monitor the strength of the vibrations and perform the repair before reaching the limit of degradation of the production equipment.

- Perform a detailed analysis of repairs after failure, their number, their causes and consequences, which will not only allow a differentiated RCM-based approach to the maintenance of individual parts of the manufacturing equipment, but it will also provide the necessary information to make decisions about replacement investments.

- Secure human resources to perform the maintenance. A large part of the maintenance staff will retire in the near future and in terms of qualification requirements it is a significant challenge to replace them. In the highly specialized activities (e.g. work with winding in motors) any replacement is virtually impossible to find. In this case, the appropriate way to resolve the situation is either to outsource necessary maintenance activities or to develop cooperation with an appropriate educational institution associated with additional training within working stays.

- Improve the quality of work of the maintenance staff in the implementation of maintenance operations (mainly those of the preventive nature). This can be achieved while adhering to the scheduled maintenance time, by setting norms for the maintenance staff. Their remuneration should then reflect their respective performance.

- Finally, the maintenance of production equipment can be made more efficient through better management of spare parts. At present, the company has a relatively large supply of spare parts. This is mainly due to the fact that each manufacturing device needs different spare parts. The problem could be eliminated through the unification of spare parts for the devices. However, this would first require innovation in the production equipment (replac-
ing old parts with new, more universally applicable pieces. Another way of reducing the stock of spare parts is to engage collaboration with suppliers supporting maintenance on the basis of the Quick Response method. This method of collaboration with suppliers would not only reduce the costs, but also increase the flexibility of suppliers.

6. Conclusions

Being consistent with theoretical approaches, the primary research confirmed that the creation and implementation of appropriate maintenance strategy requires a detailed analysis of input information. Only on this basis, we can devise individual strategy (and consequently the tactics and operations) in maintenance. They must be clearly individualized for each device and reflect its specifics (in particular wishes and requirements of customers, the competitive situation in the served markets and market segments, the nature of the manufactured products, the type of manufacturing process, the age of the production equipment and the possibilities of implementing technological innovations on it, etc.). The primary research showed that an optimum maintenance system, chosen as part of a maintenance strategy, need not be based on only one of the methods used, but several methods can be implemented simultaneously. The basis for successful maintenance of the production equipment is to identify which of the methods to deploy and how to combine these methods or their principles. A way to improve the corporate maintenance systems may also be to implement maintenance methods and systems, which were primarily designed for other industrial sectors and manufacturing equipment used therein, such as the Condition-based maintenance, CBM. This method can only be used with limited success in conventional production equipment in which there is chemical tech production taking place, but it can very well be used in additional devices (such as vibration filters). The research showed that there can be a number of ways to improve maintenance of the production equipment, and in many cases they affect other functional areas of the company. Therefore, it seems desirable to engage a wider portfolio of the company employees in improving the maintenance of the production equipment.
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